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was to send another expedition to aid the Mexican patriots.
But this, too, failed.
Soon after the Brontes affair a typesetting position opened
in Sacramento for official California state printing on a contract
basis. George moved his family back to the city which they
had left the year before. His small salary was sufficient for a
modest living and the Georges remained in Sacramento this
time for nearly a year. Henry became a member of a literary
society known as the Sacramento Lyceum. At one of the meet-
ings, after listening to a speech in favor of protection which
was delivered by a land agent of the Central Pacific Railroad,
George's economic beliefs were sharply reversed. "I was a pro-
tectionist when he [the speaker] began," he wrote later, "but
when he got through I was a free-trader. If what he said was
true, it seemed to me that the country that was hardest to get
at must be the best country to live in; and that, instead of merely
putting duties on things brought from abroad, we ought to put
them on things brought from anywhere, and that fires and
wars and impediments to trade were the very best things to
levy on commerce."5 This of course was ridiculous.
Although George was becoming more and more interested in
public affairs, he found time after the day's work at the case to
write and get published the account of the Shubrick sea burial,
previously cited,6 and a fanciful sketch entitled "The Prayer
of Kohonah."7
In September of 1866, the new San Francisco Times offered
George a job in its composing room and the family left Sacra-
mento a second time. Henry had thought of writing a novel,
but encouragement from James McClatchy, the Times' editor,
led the young compositor to try his hand at editorial writing.
When McClatchy left the paper after a brief stay, George's
latest editorial was shown to the new editor, Noah Brooks, who
later said, "The article was written in a neat, regular and small
hand, with lines far apart, on sheets of buff paper such as was
used for wrapping. It showed a largeness of thought that made
me suspect that the young man had been borrowing." But,
searching through current periodicals, Brooks found no sign
of appropriation, so he printed the article. Then he looked up
the author and saw "a slight young man, rather undersized,
who stood on a board to raise him to the proper height to
work at his case."8 Though "not prepossessed with him/'9
Brooks later invited George to write at the regular editorial col-

